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Display and relay your message to your audience in a clear and beautiful
way with Plaque Direct's wide range of quality and sophisticated metal
plaques.
(Newswire.net -- December 6, 2018) -- Display and relay your message to your
audience in a clear and beautiful way with Plaque Direct's wide range of quality
and sophisticated metal plaques. From memorizing landmarks and parks to
Plaques are not just made of metals. identifying buildings, the company's metal plaque is made to last a lifetime .
Each piece is intricately produced, ensuring that it can withstand any weather
conditions and stay impressive and beautiful for many years. Metal Plaques can be placed indoors or outdoors.
Whatever type of metal plaque you are looking for, Plaque Direct have got you covered. The company offers a wide
range of plaques including but is not limited to the following types:
•

Memorial Plaques

Our loved ones may die, but our love for them will surely not vanish. Memorial Plaques from Plaques Direct are made
with quality in mind, making it a perfect piece to write "in memory of" a significant person.
•

Address Plaques

Solid metal house or business number and address plaques can last for many years even when displayed outdoors.
•

Photo Plaque

A picture is a great way to tell a story without uttering or printing words. Photo metal plaques are available to help you
do that.
•

Dedication Plaque

A metal plaque can be a great tool to show gratitude to individuals who have made your expansion, or other projects
possible.
There are many other types of metal plaques. If you cannot find the type you are looking for in the list, feel free to
contact the team. The team customizes plaques to meet your preferences and needs. Just tell the staff what your
vision is and the talented and adept Plaque Direct employees will turn them into reality.
How Metal Plaques are Produced?
Metal Plaques are produced using stainless steel or copper . The materials are treated using a particular chemical
process to come up with numerous different textures and colors. To engrave letters, photos, and even logos, the
company uses the CNC & Pantograph engraving pieces of machinery and other quality etching machine. The plaques
to be displayed in places where it will be exposed to elements such as heat, rain, and more are given protective
coating. You are guaranteed with the finest metal plaques for garden, shop, office, home, etc.
Plaques are not just made of metals. If you want to have something unorthodox, you could either have the wooden
type. Just tell your trusted and professional plaque vendor what kind of plaque you want to have.
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